At Home

by Lisa Stamos

This beautiful eat-in kitchen was made more inviting by closing off a doorway to the garage and removing
outside walls where once only a pass-through existed.
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Design Studio, Ltd.
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Heated floors and marble tile warm this completely reconfigured master bath
with walk-in shower that is well-appointed for retirees.

Call today for a FREE consultation

866-GOGATES

T
Retired homeowners start each morning with a cup of coffee and a view in their
custom-designed four seasons room, complete with a gas fireplace.

the homeowner with full knowledge of the end cost. Only after this process is complete are final design and construction drawings completed.
The project then transitions smoothly back to the construction manager
whose field team completes the project as designed, greatly minimizing
any surprises to the homeowner.
A comprehensive design process when tackling a home renovation
saves homeowners time, money and ultimately heartache. The remodeling of a new kitchen, the master suite bath, an addition or whole house
renovation will be much more satisfying when the process is a pleasure,
the bank doesn’t break, and all it takes is a little common sense.
To find out more about 25 years of “Common Sense Remodeling” with
Advance Design Studio, Ltd., and to see more of this project, visit us at
AdvanceDesignStudio.com or call us at 847-836-2600.
About the home’s redesign: The project featured is a lovely home in

he property above belongs to a Barrington
resident who partnered with The Poulton Group
for their home beautification project. When automated
gates were added to the project scope, our team at Gate
Options was asked to provide our technical expertise
for the automated gate entry. Working together, we were
able to install a reliable, safe, and custom gate design
that meets the customer’s needs for access and aesthetics.
Our specialty is unique and custom projects.
Gate Options is Chicagoland’s premier design and install
provider of automated gate systems, and has been for
nearly 30 years.
We work with area homeowners, contractors, and architects
on projects to beautify and secure what matters most.
Our expertise extends beyond new installations to include
gate system replacement, repair, safety assessment, and
preventative maintenance services.
Safety is a priority with any automated gate system we
install. Evaluation of existing gate and operator systems
for compliance with current industry standards is one of
the many services we offer.
Add curb appeal and peace of mind to your home or
business with Gate Options - where custom comes standard.

The Gate Options Promise:

Lake Zurich that was recently re-designed, including a new kitchen,
three bedrooms converted into a one bedroom ranch with multipurpose home office, a four seasons addition, and new master suite

Featured project designed in proud partnership with:

with luxurious bath, closet, and laundry for retirees relocating to be
near their grandchildren.
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